July 8 Comedy Line-up
MC - Emily Van Dyke
Originally from the Midwest, Emily loves pools and telling inappropriate stories at BBQs.
Emily has performed stand-up and sketch comedy in SF Sketchfest, she was the winner
of the Walk the Plank Comedy Competition and her comedy dating show Flirting with
Laughter won "Best Tinder Alternative" in San Francisco Magazine.
Feature - Justin Lucas
JUSTIN LUCAS has performed at the legendary Purple Onion, the Punchline, Cobb’s,
and other popular Bay Area comedy venues. Justin has successfully entered a number
of comedy competitions, such as “The Mic Is Hot Comedy Competition” (2013, 1st place
winner), and the “San Francisco International Comedy Competition” (2012, semifinalist), and his awards include the 2015 “Bay Area Reporter” award for Best Male
Comedian. After branching out into acting, both stage and television, he appeared in the
HBO series, Looking, Season 2, opposite Jonathan Groff. An eclectic entertainer,
Justin is currently appearing with the San Francisco based group, “Killing My Lobster.”
https://www.starsagency.com/resume/5994/10564
Headliner - Marc Yaffee
Marc Yaffee’s diverse comedy career has landed him in 43 states and 11 countries
spanning 4 continents. Additionally, Marc may be the only comedian with the distinction
of air, land, and sea comedic credits. He’s entertained Alaska Airlines passengers at
30,000 feet, performed on a flat-bed truck for U.S. Marines in Iraq (while getting his
head shaved), and has done comedy for Holland America Cruise ship passengers on
the high seas.
Marc is a co-star of the historic Showtime special, Goin’ Native; the first-ever all-Native
cable special. His new comedy special, Mid-Laugh Crisis, got over 2 million Facebook
views in its first 8 days after release.
Marc Yaffee is a founder and co-star of the Powwow Comedy Jam (2010 National
Indian Gaming Association Entertainers of the Year). Additionally, Marc has also been
seen on PBS, FNX, The Latino Laugh Festival, and Comics Unleashed. He’s performed
six times overseas for Armed Forces Entertainment and he won the Ventura Comedy
Festival’s “Funniest Person Contest” in 2012.
Funny, not filthy, Marc Yaffee’s relevant and relatable humor skewers sacred cows,
dissects societal stupidities, and confronts common frustrations, all with humanity and
humor.

